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-zanyeya@gmail.com T he hot afternoon sun is beating down in Ngani, northern Ghana. It is Christmas Day and some fifty elderly women are gathered in the compound of the Catholic Church. They are clearly enjoying themselves, banging out traditional rhythms on various homemade instruments and dancing single file in a circle. Some chant a mournful refrain while the song leader improvises stanzas about their life. Calabashes of sorghum beer are passed around. It is their annual Christmas party. One would hardly suspect that these women have all been accused of witchcraft and will live out their days in the "witch camp" across the street from the church. Today they will have a full meal, and they will laugh, dance, and sing-a dramatic contrast to the hopeless grind of their lives every other day of the year. For one day a year they are human again. 1 Although they are feared by the townsfolk, their confinement needs no walls or guards, for attempting to leave or doing any harm will break their oath to the earth spirit, which will bring instant death. Their mud huts and leaky roofs offer little protection from the torrential rains. The knee-high walls of their compounds deny them privacy and human dignity. Their life lacks the most basic needs: food, water, shelter, and clothing, but most of all, human recognition, companionship, and love. Because of the African formula for identity, "I am because we are," social rejection means they are denied their very identity as human beings and children of God.
"Why can't you do something for these poor women?" a friend of mine accusingly asks Fr. Joseph, the pastor. He shrugs. "What more can I do? I can offer only the most basic help, like bringing them water from the river in my pickup, helping to plaster the walls when their huts are about to fall, and giving them some grass thatching before their roofs cave in. I give them medicine when they are sick and some food now and then, but anything else will be taken from them. In small ways, like this party, I try to show them God's love. How can I give them freedom when their people have made them outcasts?"
Witchcraft and the Media
Violence emanating from witchcraft beliefs permeates Ghanaian life. Despite a Christian presence in northern Ghana for more than a century, witchcraft accusations persist there and, by all accounts, are increasing. 2 Neither the publicity, however, which focuses on the exotic, nor the Christian responses, such as those of Fr. Joseph at Ngani and the Gambaga Outcasts Project of the Presbyterian Church, get to the core issues. 3 When I asked Simon Atunga, head of the Gambaga Outcasts Project, if he believed in witchcraft, he responded, "Yes, here in Ghana, everyone believes in it. If someone tells you they don't, they are lying." Far from fading away, the phenomenon of witchcraft seems to survive
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Jon P. Kirby by adapting to the enormous changes that have occurred across Africa. 4 Furthermore, witchcraft beliefs seem to be the filter through which modern social institutions, including Christianity, are colored, interpreted, given new meanings, and dealt with. 5 Social psychologists such as Glenn Adams and other contemporary scholars explain witchcraft in terms of group-centric versus individual-centric cultural groundings of relationships. 6 Witchcraft beliefs occur where people experience themselves as inherently connected to others and to unseen worlds. The primary experience of oneself as connected to others and as the object of others' attention leads to the presupposition of personal causality. If bad things happen, it is because of other people. This presupposition makes a Christian response doubly difficult.
Unlike in the West, in Africa there is nothing more sobering than the threat of witchcraft. The media portray accused women as victims, but few Africans believe this-often not even the accused. As Fr. Joseph points out, in the African mind they are outcasts, and helping an accused witch is itself antisocial witchery. How, then, might one approach a Christian ministry when even the most basic care risks being so grossly misinterpreted?
The clues to finding an appropriate Christian response lie beneath the surface in their traditional worldview and in their response to problems. In this article I probe some of the deeper ethnohistorical underpinnings of the witch camps in search of directions for a more contextualized Christian response. Although the specific features of the Ghanaian situation may differ from those found in other African contexts, this type of foundational analysis is needed in each setting.
The Seen and the Unseen Worlds
In the African world all things are interconnected in a great chain of life that participates in relationships extending in two dimensions: horizontally, among the living in the visible, material world, and vertically, between this world and the invisible world. Though distinct, these dimensions are viewed as part of the same overall reality. In northern Ghana, one routinely sees large kapok trees growing near compounds. These trees are "clothed" with a strip of traditionally woven white cotton cloth because a diviner has revealed them to be ancestors "come back" to protect particular houses. Asking, "Where are the ancestors?" usually elicits the response, "They are sitting right here among us."
All being is in flux, and the world is caught up in a dynamic process. The goal for each person is to achieve fullness of life by becoming an ancestor. One must accrue life in the seen world in order to achieve "abundant life" in the unseen. 7 Ideally, as one becomes older and closer to the ancestors, the more life-filled one becomes. But the process is fraught with difficulties posed by antilife forces. An elderly Anufo informant explained it to me as a process of maintaining a good destiny.
Before a new child is born, the spirit [ancestral or tutelary spirit] tells God all that will happen during its lifetime. God gives his approval, and the child is born with its special destiny. The person will have good fortune or bad in life. This shows if he has a good or a bad destiny. If he has a bad destiny, he can change it to a good one through spiritual help. Life continues until the person dies, and if he has a good destiny, he becomes an ancestor; if a bad destiny, he becomes a spirit of the wild. A spirit of the wild is a spiteful thing, so the name must be forgotten by all, never spoken again so that it won't come back. No child in the family will ever again be given that name.
Life's evils are thus understood in terms of personalized antilife forces from which one must seek protection. 8 Behind every misfortune are broken relations and the hidden bad intentions of enemies. The frequently heard threat "You will see!" is an example of such an evil intention. A powerful curse or a declaration of spiritual warfare, this threat is taken very seriously. If a misfortune such as a lorry accident or a serious illness occurs subsequently, the person who uttered the curse is held responsible.
Strategies for dealing with problems and keeping one's destiny on track involve activities at both the horizontal (seen) and the vertical (unseen) levels. The vertical activities or rituals relate to various agents of life and follow a hierarchical order of greater to lesser life extending from God, the source of life at the broadest transterritorial level, through the created earth spirits and divinities with less life at the territorial level, then to ancestors at the familial level, and finally to tutelary spirits with the least life at the individual level. 9 The life-negating forces of witchcraft are normally associated with problems at the more restricted individual or personal level, but they also affect the broader familial and territorial levels. Indeed, the individual expressions may be only symptoms of an extensive malaise, for in its broadest conceptualization, it is any antilife force. 10 These antilife forces manifest themselves differently at each level, but the term "witchcraft" can be applied to any of them.
Earth Shrines and Witchcraft
Life-negating acts at the level of the family-such as a youth attacking or cursing an elder-are witchcraft because they disrupt the harmony and integrity of family life in both its horizontal and vertical dimensions, causing a "spoiled house" and resulting in a loss of vitality and the untimely deaths of its members. At the community or territorial level, acts that threaten the horizontal social and political life of people, such as illicit sex in the bush, homicide, or war, are witchcraft because they bring about a state of ritual pollution, or "spoiled earth," in which lifenegating forces prevail. Even worse ritual contamination was thought to result from spilling a witch's blood. Early sources speak of witches in the south being executed through strangulation and drowning to avoid this blood-contamination. In the north they were (and still are) beaten or stoned to death to avoid having their blood touch the ground. 11 When the vitality and fertility of the earth are killed, only pain and suffering are harvested. 12 Children and animals die, crops fail, and people fall victim to unlikely accidents and other misfortunes. War, in particular, causes this perilous state of pollution and creates an urgent need for special 13 To redress this situation and revive the earth, the elders, chiefs, and people must rely on the earth priest (ten'daana). Harmonious relations can be restored only by a ritual of purification called "burying the blood" or "smoothing of the land." Relations in one dimension affect the other; when a break occurs in one dimension, both need mending. Both vertical and horizontal mediation is needed.
Although witchcraft can refer to antilife forces at any of these levels, the greatest threat is always to the community. Earth shrines, which are the center of a community's life-force, are the key junctures for the maintenance and renewal of relations between the seen and unseen worlds, and they are thus the primary locus for the control of witchcraft.
14 All witch camps, such as those at Ngani and Gambaga, are located within the parameters of an earth shrine that is in the custody of an earth priest.
A History of Antilife
The rise in accusations in the north cannot be understood without considering the region's historical accumulation of antilife forces, especially communal divisiveness, at the horizontal level. The kingdom of Dagbon-where the five witch camps in northern Ghana are located-is the most powerful centralized chiefly state in northern Ghana. Its people, the Dagomba, are ruled by a king, the Ya Na, and his subchiefs. They coexist with and exercise control over the Konkomba, a nonchiefly people, whom they previously enslaved. The Konkombas' subservience to the Dagomba from precolonial times to the present continues to be a major source of tension and conflict. 15 In the precolonial era, the expansion of Dagomba power occurred in two stages. The first took place in western Dagbon (1500-1700), where Dagomba warriors killed the autochthonous Konkomba earth priests, usurped their ritual roles, and assimilated the population. 16 In the second stage (1700-1900), because of the Asante conquest of Dagbon (1742-72) and the increased demand for tribute in the form of slaves (1,000-2,000 per year), the old pattern of "benevolent raiding" gave way to a more predatory type of raiding that allowed for little assimilation of peoples or appropriation of roles. Those who were not enslaved were pushed into territories further east.
In the colonial era the British practice of indirect rule placed Dagomba chiefs over the very groups that they had formerly enslaved, giving them a free hand to continue extorting labor, wives, foodstuffs, and animals. In eastern Dagbon, including Yendi, where the Ya Na resides, this system permanently locked in the Dagomba as owners and the Konkomba as slaves. The chiefs maintained political power over the Konkomba and made ritual roles subordinate to the political. 17 The horizontal (seen) relations were thereby broken and the vertical (unseen) dimensions blocked. The Dagomba and Konkomba were permanently separated by their difference in status, and although ritually subjects of the same earth spirits, their access to the spirit world was subverted.
An Antilife State
After Ghana's independence in the late 1950s, political patronage in successive governments widened the split. In 1979 a new constitution vested in the Dagomba and other traditional chiefs the control of the northern lands on behalf of all northern peoples. This action effectively alienated the Konkomba from their hereditary lands. They reacted in a series of local conflicts, Witchcraft involves much more than individual "witches" and their victims. In its most pernicious form it involves whole communities.
but the government continued to uphold the authority of the chiefs. In 1992 a major referendum to allow nonchiefly groups such as the Konkomba to have their own chiefs was initiated without success. This led to the devastating 1994 civil war, which engulfed most of the north, from which, after twenty years, the north has yet to recover.
War breeds witchery. Witchcraft involves much more than individual "witches" and their victims. In its most pernicious form it involves whole communities. A Christian response, in order to be effective at the level of individual accusations, must bring "life" to these communities. The church must be a source of "life" not only for individuals but also for the state of Dagbon, especially by healing the breech between the chiefly and nonchiefly groups.
Vincent Boi-Nai, the Catholic bishop of Yendi diocese, has an intuitive grasp of these essentials. Over the last fifteen years he has fostered peace and reconciliation vertically and horizontally-vertically through regular ritual activities such as masses for peace and reconciliation and by ecumenical prayer services that bring together Christians, Muslims, and traditional believers of both the chiefly and nonchiefly tribes; horizontally through activities aimed at facilitating intercultural dialogue, friendship, and trust in all the communities of eastern Dagbon. 18 Boi-Nai's efforts and those of his priests have met with some success but have also been stymied by politically motivated religious divisions, to which we now turn.
Religious Division
During the colonial era the development of the north had been purposely retarded by the British, who saw the region as a convenient labor pool for the rich cocoa farms and gold mines of the south. Missionaries were excluded, and schooling was limited to children of chiefs. But already in the early 1900s the Missionaries of Africa, called the "White Fathers," began to establish churches and schools in the areas bordering Burkina Faso. By the 1950s they were establishing schools and literacy programs all across the north, including in the towns and villages of the Konkomba. By the 1960s other Christian groups joined in, leading to literacy programs and Bible translations in the so-called minority languages. By the late 1970s the nonchiefly peoples, as they phrased it, "got their eyes opened"; a new awareness of their ethnic identity, lack of political representation, and denial of civil rights and dignity led to a series of ethnic conflicts. 19 Chiefly politicians soon became wary of the conscientizing effect of Christian missions. By the end of the 1980s, when an economic crisis necessitated alliances with oil-rich Gulf states-which the government leveraged by inflating the number of northern Muslims-the new political rhetoric began to recast the old oppositions in religious terms. Although the number of Christians was about the same in each group, the nonchiefly groups became associated with Christianity, and the chiefly groups with Islam. 20 The resultant "aid" included roadside mosques, scholarships to fundamentalist schools, and modern weapons that were used with devastating effect in the 1994 war. 21 Worst of all, the war was portrayed as a religious conflict, thereby obscuring the real issues and leading to the present state of institutionalized religious division.
Chiefs and Earth Priests
Strained horizontal relations disrupt the vertical dimension, and vice versa. The political and religious hostility in eastern Dagbon between the chiefly and nonchiefly peoples also disturbed relations in the spirit world, leaving both the horizontal and the vertical dimensions in a constant state of ritual pollution. The witch camps are not the problem; they are part of a dysfunctional repair system that aims at restoring a harmonious unity. The camps are of two types-those in eastern Dagbon, like Ngani, and the camp in western Dagbon, at Gambaga-and have very different functions.
In western Dagbon, where there are no Konkombas, the chiefs are also the earth priests. They thereby combine the two roles needed for unified mediation. As earth priests, they administer a ritual "washing of the stomach" to nullify antilife forces and reestablish vertical relations with the unseen world. As chiefs, they provide the civil authority needed for building trust horizontally in order to send those accused as witches back to their communities.
But their authority is not always heeded. Accusations are affected by the relative social influence of the accusers versus the accused. A strong accuser, for example, can insist on another trial by ordeal to which a weak accused must submit. In the end, one's communal influence determines the outcome. Furthermore, accusations are made in the heat of the moment, and people need time to cool off before trust can be restored. When the community is adamant or the accuser has great influence, the accused are sent for a time to the special camp at Gambaga, where they await reintegration. Here the system is able to function moderately well by keeping accusations in check and offering some protection for the weak, who are always those most at risk. But even where the system works, it is in need of life-giving grace.
In eastern Dagbon, where both groups reside, the situation is entirely different. In Ngani the accused can never return home, but at Gambaga many will eventually be reintegrated. The Gambaga Outcasts Project has successfully helped more than fifty to return; in contrast, if accused women at Ngani go home, they will be killed. At Ngani both the tribes and the roles have been separated. The Dagomba chief and his people are on one side of town; the Konkomba with their earth priest are on the other. The chief mediates among the Dagomba only in the seen world, and the Konkomba earth priest mediates for his people only in the unseen. These divisions are aggravated by many other changes that have occurred, affecting everything from the economy to gender relations. 22 
The Weight of History
The history of slavery and oppression in northern Ghana has led to a series of interethnic conflicts, culminating in a civil war with religious overtones. The legacy of slavery continues to breed disunity throughout the north through the unequal statuses that were fixed during the colonial era and in the government's persistent denial of the rights of nonchiefly peoples. Conditions have now worsened with increased intra-ethnic rivalry between the two major Dagomba clans in a dispute over their chieftaincy. These tensions and anomalies have led to an antilife eruption of individual accusations. Witch camps are increasing in size, and new camps are being formed. The camp at Naboli, which is only for Konkomba witches, was established in 2008. An undercurrent of witchery now threatens the security and quality of life for everyone in northern Ghana.
The camps in Dagbon are faulty attempts to deal with the problem of evil. They are only symptoms of a deeper problem: the peoples' world is broken, and they are no longer able to repair it. The traditional forms of mediation are obstructed by the continued separation of the two ethnic groups and their mediatory Notes roles. This division prevents the unitary mediation that, vis-à-vis their shared worldview, is needed to reestablish a harmonious, life-sustaining environment for all. Politically and religiously, they live in an imbalanced state that will not get better by itself.
Tensions between people groups are not usually seen as playing a key role in witchcraft accusations, but in this case they are crucial. From both a traditional and a Christian perspective, their state of anomie is alienation from God, the source of life. Our primary response as Christians, then, must be to restore relations in both the seen (with the people) and unseen (with God) axes in life-giving ways. In the light of this analysis, Bishop Boi-Nai is bringing new life through his rituals and peacebuilding. Fr. Joseph, in small but significant ways-as the accused witches laugh, dance, and sing-brings life to those accused. And the Presbyterian Church is following the lead of the Spirit by bolstering the traditional roles of the Gambaga earth priest/chief to set the accused free. More needs to be done in each of these areas.
Conclusion
Christian responses to African problems need to make better sense to the people than the traditional ones and thereby be good news in their world. 23 Rather than simply condemning the traditional world along with the way it understands its problems and goes about solving them, the church needs to get its hands dirty, enter in, and begin to heed the much-maligned beliefs and rituals of this world. It needs to understand these antilife structures in terms of the institutions of injustice, disunity, and violence in which the people have been immersed, along with the historical processes that have produced them. The ways in which Christians address the antilife atmosphere of witchcraft can become more real, more integral to their worlds, by following the clues offered in the traditional though often faulty responses of the people.
